THE 13 ASPECTS OF TRUE HUMILITY
(Unlucky for the Self?)

1 DEFERENCE
The most respectful conduct.
To know that, even though you might think you are 110% correct, you might
still be wrong, except where it has been confirmed or taught you by The Lord1.
The deepest respect and admiration for a Person, which inclines one to accept
this particular Person's Wisdom above one's own, and the act of putting this
into practice when circumstances are requiring it! i.e. when one is convinced
(completely blind - con-vinced) that one is right but The Lord does not see
likewise.
2 DEMURENESS
To be markedly quiet, composed, graceful, unruffled and undemonstrative in
general; to be conspicuously inconspicuous; to not seek after other's
observation nor need other's observation (an audience).
To "become a passer-by", not a "fashion-statement" or "walking pornography"
or "trumpet-mouth".
To accentuate and likewise appreciate in others too, the Peace, Calm &
Invisibility (to human eyes) of the spirit, rather than the Vanity, Excitement and
Curves of the body.
To not seek nor need to be the centre-of-attraction, whether overtly, or subtly
and craftily - Self-deceivingly.
3 DOCILITY
To be easy to teach and willing to obey; cloaked with gentleness and
helpfulness.
Attentive to superior's instructions and not one's own wants and cravings.
To stop questioning (doubting) and begin accepting (having True Faith). People
waste so much time in seeking to work out what they see (with their lunatic2,
fragile minds). I declare to you that in the seeing My Purpose all is done".
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GENUINENESS or UNPRETENTIOUSNESS
To not feign in fraud or jest.
To not lie or "make-believe"; to make no false professions of purpose, even in
your own mind; no making or even thinking unfounded claims.
To carry no airs whatsoever; to know & accept that one has infinitely less
wisdom than God & The Lord.
To never expect, for that is the realm of imagination & make-believe.
To say exactly what you mean and mean exactly what you say, from a certain
point-of-view.
To have the most serious mind and the deepest commitment.
To keep your word even under the most adverse circumstances (your word is
your passport to Eternal Life - don't sell it to prolong your human's very brief
life for a little while longer).
To repent of any wrong-doings with strength of conviction (real determination)
never to do it again, rather than allow one-Self to feel sad, without Hope and
cry about it and keep dwelling on one’s past sins and on what a "failure" one is,
which doesn't do much Good and feeds the Self (pity) with very strong
emotions (Cord, in the Silent Flute3, accepts his sin stoically and determines
never to do it again, instead of pleading vainly to Father or to others that he is
weak and that he cannot do what He asks, which is a lie), which naturally tends
to cause one to think about sinning directly after one has finished wailing,
bemoaning and "saying" sorry.
You must remain brave not only during the more pleasant parts of the Fight but
also when you see the weaknesses in your-Self and your mistakes.
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GRATEFULNESS
Being thankful for Kindness, Mercy & Love shown.
The act of finding Joy in the knowledge of Father & The Lord's Love for you.
To never take anything or anyone for granted.
To show & demonstrate gratitude with actions not just words.
To practice and Perfect the act of identifying the myriad number of reasons
Life provides us to be thankful for, and in so doing open our (spiritual) eyes;
the Cup that runneth over because the realization, the knowledge, of Father's
Love for us is too big for just one person to contain.

Yes, He DOES Love you THAT much! Don't ever forget that and LEARN it if
you haven't already. Even though it's hard for us to understand why, most of
the time, because of our sins. You need His Love in the first place, to conquer
adversity: you cannot conquer adversity without It. He gives without expecting
a return. What need is there to sin when you are fully satisfied, indeed
overflowing, with His Love? Never was it said: "go and sin no more and then
I'll forgive (Love) you", but: "I forgive (Love) you. Go and sin no more".
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LOWLINESS
Having a low (i.e. the correct) estimate of one's own importance; not placed
high or reaching far up or attaining a high degree; of humble rank or slight
development (spiritually).
Knowing our true nature - that of vanquished fallen Beings of Light,
imprisoned inside loathsome animals2, and remaining aware of this fact 24
hours a day.
To know oneself to be as the dust of the Earth, nothing more nothing less.
To be conscious at all times of one's station - servant and student - and to never
(at no time henceforth) depart from it; to never (on no occasion) forget your
insanity or be deceived into believing you are cured, whilst Satan still seeks to
devour our souls (with lies and deceptions)!
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MEEKNESS
To be tame-spirited (taming of the Self by the "tame" or gentle spirit); to
continuously quell any violence in oneself.
To make oneself approachable by any, without compromising one's principles,
by getting rid of any suggestion of aggressiveness and impatience in you.
Seeing the Good in everyone.
To not rely upon one's own logic or point-of-view and try and force it on
others.
To kill any desire to be liked or loved, especially above others, and to never
question the fact that Father and The Lord love you just as much as they do
everyone else.
The practice of immediately restraining and suffocating (killing) any impulses
and emotions.
Not doing things in a rush and without due consideration.
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MODESTY
Not overrating one's own merit (see LOWLINESS).
Unassuming not making any assumptions about anything, including about
yourself and others.
Not excessive in any manner, whether with food or talk or anything else
connected to the five earthly senses.
Pure-minded (having one-mind, the Being, and listening only to Father and not
Satan will ensure this).
Placing oneself neither above nor beneath any other human+Being2, in words,
deeds and your heart.
Keeping check on YOUR Self first and foremost all the time rather than on
others.
To refrain from seeking any kind of appreciation from other human+Beings
and to do everything for God.
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OBEDIENCE
Submissive to Superior's will, without questioning.
Thorough recognition of Teacher's authority and status and subsequent
unhesitant carrying-out of His orders; complete Loyalty to ONE Lord (no man
can serve two…) in thought, word and deed; no whoring and infidelity caused
by the wanting to discuss or even hear the opinions (lies) of The Lord's Enemy.

10 OBSEQUIOUSNESS
Fawning, or rather - doting on one's Saviour.
Fearing letting go of Father's Hand.
Always seeking His Guidance for everything; as a child with his parents, as
sheep with The Shepherd, reluctant to leave His Side; brought on after
understanding that all that is not God's Will is vanity, unreal and fleeting, and
fearing "Being" left on your own again with your madness and lack of any
purpose or direction and instruction, facing certain doom. "There is a freedom
that enslaves us, and a slavery that Frees us."

11 PROPRIETY
Properness (sense of right and wrong).
To maintain the correct conduct and attitude of a JE-DI4 and Perfect it (My
Spirit brooks no stagnation).
To accept "there is no why", there is just a right way and a wrong way of doing
things; True righteousness (Spiritual certainty not philosophical "theories").
12 SUBMISSIVENESS
Unresisting: to accept without resistance the orders or treatment or lot (fate)
met with.
To give way; yield to authority; "Islam" - submit to God (gladly).
13 SUBSERVIENCE
To be under the authority of; to be answerable to a higher power; to be in the
sub-lime-King's-service; to submit one's own will to that of his Lord's.
And enjoy the Joy and Freedom that only True Discipline (Discipleship)
brings!
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